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tures is always vague and indistinct. They run together, and in their best combinations you are
unable to discriminate, in the wisdom which is
their result, how much is moral and how much is
intellectual. You are unable to tell whether in the
wise acts and words which issue from suc.h a life
there is more of the righteuusness that comes of a
clear conscit:nce, or of the sagacity that com es of
a clear brain. In more complex characters and
under more <:omplex condition s, the moral and the
mental live3 co me to be less h ealthily combin ed.
They co· operate, they help each other less. T hey

$1.00 PER YEAR .

dren, but in them it is unsettled and unprac'tical.
But when it is preserved into manho)d, deepened
into reliability and muturity, it is that glorified
child likeness, that high and reverend simplicity,.
which shames and baffles the most accomplished
astuteness, and is chosen by God to fill his purposes when he needs a ruler for his people. GJ.
faithful and true heart, such a s he had who was.
our President.

It is not necessary for me eYen to sketch the
biography of Mr. Lincoln. He was born in Ken tucky, fifty-six years ago, when Kentucky was a
Another evident quality of such a character as
pioneer state.
He lived, as boy and man, the
this will be its' freshness or newness; if we may so
hard and needy life of a backwoodsman, a farmer,
speak. Its freshness or readiness- :::all it what
a river boatman, and finally, by his own efforts at
self-education, of an active, respected, influential come .even ~o stanJ. over against each o ther a s an- you will- its ability to take up rrew duties· and do
citizen in the half-organized and manifold inter- tagon1 sts ; tlll we have th at vague l>.ut most melan- them in a new way will result of necessity from its
The simple natures and
ests of a new and energetic community.
From cholly notion which pervades the life of all daho- truth and clearness.
his boyhood up he lived in direct and vigorous rate civ ili zation , that goodnes-> and g re a tn ess, as forces will always be the most pliant ones. vVater
contact with men and things, not as in older states we call th em, are not to be ·looked for toge th er, till bends and shapes itself to any channel. Air fold s
and adap ts itself to each new fi gu re. They
and easier conditions with words and theories ; and both his moral convictions and his
are the simplest and the mo st infi nitely acti ve
things in nature. So this nature, in ve ry
intellectual opinions gathered from that convirtue of its simplicity, mus t be also fre e,
tact a supreme degree of that character by
alw ays fitting itself to each new n eed.
It
which men knew him, that character which
will
always
start
fr
om
the
most
f
undamen
tal
is the most distinctive possession of best
anrl eternal condition s, and work in th e
American nature, that almost indescribable
straightest even although they may be the
quality which we call in general clearness or
newes t ways, to th e p resen t prescri bed purtruth, and which appears in the physical
pose. In one wo rd, it must b e broad and
structure as health, in the moral constitution
ind ep end ent and rad ical. So th a t fr eedom
as honesty, in the mental structure as sagacand radicalness in the ch aracter of Abraham
ity, and in the region of active life as pracLincoln were not se p arat e qualities, but th e
ticalness. This one character, with many
n
ecessary resu lts of his simplicity and chil d sides, all shaped by the same essential force
ishn ess an d truth.
and testifying to the same inner influences,
was what was powerful in him and decreed
Here the n we h ave some conception of the
for him the life he was to live and the death
man. Ou t of this character came the life
he was to die. We must take no sm aller view
which we arl mire and the death which we Iathan· thi s of what he wa s. Ev en his ph y ical
ment. He was called in that character to
conditions are not to be forgotten in making
that li fe aml death.
It was just the nature,
up his ch aracter. vVe make too little ah\ ays
as you see, which a new nation such as ours
of the p hysi cal ; certain ly we mak e too little
ought to produce. All the conditions of hi .
of it here if we lose out of sight the strength
birth, his youth, his manhood, which made
and mu scula r ac tivi ty, the p o wer of doi ng
him what he was, were not irregular and exand endu rin g, whi ch th e b ackwoods-boy in ceptional, but were the normal conditions of
h eritf d from ge nera tion s of hard- living ana new and simple country.
His pioneer
cestor s, and app rop riated for his own by a
home in Indiana was a typ e 0f the pioneer
lo ng di scipline of bodily toil. He brought
land in which he lived. If ev ·r there was a
to the solution of th e que tion of labor in
man who was a part of the ti me and countf}
thi5 co un t r y n o t. merely a mind, but a body
AURAIIA:'II LI ' ( 1 >L. ·.
he lived in, this was he.
T he same simp!
thorou ghly in sy mpathy with labor, full of the cu l we expect to see and do see a feeble ancl narrow respect for labor won in the school of work ancl
ture of labor, bearing \">itness to the dignity and conscientiousness on the one hand, and a bad, un- incorporated into blood and mu clc· the same unexce llence of work in eve ry muscle that work had pr incip led intelligence on the other, di,·iding the assuming loyalty to the simple virtues of tempertoughened and every sen e that wo rk had m ad e suffrages of men .
ance and industry and integrity ; the same sagaccl~a r aml t:ue. H e could not ha,·e bro ught th e
It is the g reat boon of such haracters a_s \[r. ious judgment which had learned to be quick-eyed'
nnnd for h1s ta sk so p erfectly, unless he had fi rst Li ncol n's, that they reunite what God ha. joined and quick-brained in the constant pre ·ence of
brought the body whose r ugged and stubbo rn together aml m:m has put a<> u'1dcr. In him wa emergency; the ame direct and clear thought
health was alway contrad icting to him the fal e vindicated the o-reat nes of real goodnes" antl the about things, social, political, and religious, that
theories of labor, a nd al way asserting the true.
goorlnes of real greatness. The twain were one was in him supremely, was in the people he was
_ s to the mo ral and men ta l powers whi ch di _ fl.e h.
Tot one of a ll the multitude: who tood ~ent to rule.
urely, with such a t_Ype-man for
tinguish ed him, all embraceabl e under this ge n- and looked up to him fo r di rection with such a ruler, there would seem to be but a smooth and
eral description of clearness or truth, the most re- loving and -imp licit tru t an tell you to-day \\'hether even roa lover which he might lead the people
markabl e thing is the way in which they blend with the wise judgmen ts that he gave came most from whose haracter be represented into the ne\ rcone anothe r. o th a t it is next to impo ible t e.·- a strong head or a ·ound heart. If 'Oll a k them gio n of national happi ness and comfort and u ·eamine them in eparation. • g reat many people they are puultd. There are men a . good a. he, fulnes , for which thatchara ter had been de ignect.
have di cussed very r ud ly whether
braha m bu t they do bad thi ngs. T here are men a intelli- l But then we come to the beginning of all trouble.
Lincoln wa an intellectual ma n or n o t : as if in- gent a· he, but the d fo li
th · n
.
im \ brabam Lincoln was the type-man of the countellect were a thing alway s of the arne o r t, \ hich o-ood ne and in telligence combined and made their try, but not of the' hole o 111 r .
you could precipitate from t he other con tituent s be t re ult of wi dom. }'or perfect truth consists which we ha e b en trying to describe was the
of a man's nature and weigh by it elf and co m- not merely in the righ t constituent of chara ter, character of an • merican u nder the discipline of
pare by pounds and ounce in this man with an- bu t in their ri ght an d int imate conju nction. This freedom . T here was ano ther American character
other. The fact i , that in all the simplest ch ar- un ion o f the mental and moral into a life of ad- whic h h ad bee n developed under the in fluence o
acters the line between the mental and moral na- n i ~able ·impli ci ty i wh at \ e mo ·t admire in chil- lave ry. T here was n o on e America n cha racter
1

I

I
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THE NORMAL STUDENT
mbracing the Janel. There were two characters,
¥ith impulses of irrepressible and deadly conflict. This citizen whom we have been honoring
and praising represented one. The whole great
s cheme with which he was ultimately brought in
conflict, and which has finally killed him, repres ented the other. Besides this nature, true and
.fresh and new, there was another nature, false
~ffete and old.
The one nature found itself in a
new world, and set itself to discover the new ways
for the new duties that were given it. The other
nature, full of false pride of blood, set itself to
eproduce in a new world the institutions and the
spirit of the old, to build anew the structure of
the feudalism which had been corrupt in its own
day, and which had been left far behind by the
_ advancing conscience and needs of the progressl Ug 1a.c~". The one nature magnified labor, the
other nature depreciated and despised it. The
<me honored the laborer, and the other scorned
him. The one was simple and direct; the other,
complex, full of sophistries and self-excuses. The
<me was free to look all that claimed to be truth in
the face, and seperate the error from the truth
that might be in it; the other did not dare to investigate, because its own established pride and
systems were dearer to it than the truth itsea,
and so even truth went about in it doing the work
<>f error.
The one was ready to state broad
principles, of the brotherhood of man, the universal fatherhood and justice of God, however
imperfectly it might realize them in practice; the
other denied even the principles, and so dug deep
and laid below its special sins the broad foundation of a consistent, acknowledged sinfulness. In
a word, one nature was full of influences of
Freedom, the other nature was full of the irlfluen~es of Slavery.
In general, these two regions of our national
1ife were separated by a geographical boundary.
ne was the spirit of the North, the other was the
.spirit of the South. But the southern nature was
l:>y no means all southern thing. There it had an
~rganized, established form, a certain definite,
~stablished institution about which it clustered.
·Here, lacking advantage. it lived in less expressive
:vays and so lived more weakly. There, there
was the horrible sacrament of slavery, the out. ward and visible sign round which the inward and
spiritual temper gathered and kept itself alive.
But who doubts that among us the spirit of slavery
lived and thrived? Its formal existence had been
swept away from one state after another, partly
on conscientious, partly on economical grounds,
but its spirit was here, in every sympathy that
northern winds carried to the listening ear of the
southern slave holder, and in every oppression of
the weak by the strong, every proud assumption
of idleness over labor which echoed the music of
southern life back to us. Here in our midst lived
that worse and falser nature, side by side with the
true and better nature which God meant should
be the nature of Americans, and of which he was
shaping out the type and champion in his chosen
David of the sheepfolds.
Here then we have the two. The history of our
country for many year is the history of how these
t wo elements • of American life approached colli·ion. They wrought their separate reactions on
each other. 11en debate and quarrel even now
about the rise of northern Abolitionism. about
whether the northern Abolitionists were right or
~aong, whether they did harm or good.
How
ain the quarrel i ! It was inevitable. It was inevitable from the nature of things that two such
nature living here together should be set violently
against each other. It is inevitable, until man be
far more unfeeling and untrue in his convictions
than he has always been, that a great wrong as erting itself vehemently should arouse to no less ve-

bement assertion the opposing right. The only
wonder is that there was not more of it. The only
wonder is that so few wert" swept away to take by
an impulse they could not resist their stand of hatr-ed to the wicked institutions. The only w0nder
is that only one brave, reckless man came forth to
cast himself, almost single-handed, with a hopeless
hope, against the proud power that he hated, and
trust to the influence of a soul marching on into
the history of his countrymen to stir them to a
vindication of the truth he loved.
At any rate,
whether the abolitionists were wrong or right,
there grew up about their violence as, there always
will about the extremeism of extreme reformers,
a great mass of feeling, catching their spirit and
asserting it firmly, though in more moderate degrees and methods. About the nucleus of Aboli
tionism grew up a great American Anti-Slavery determinations, which at least gathered strength
enough to take its stand, to insist upon the cheek·
ing and limiting the extention of the power of slavery, and put the type-man, whom god had been
preparing fo'r the task, before the world, to do the
work on which he had resolved.
Then came discontent, secession, treason.
The two American
natures, long advancing to encounter, met at last,
and the whole country, yet trembling with the
shock, bears witness how terrible the meeting was.
Thus I have tried briefly above to trace out the
gradual course by which God brought the charac·
ter which he designed to be the controlling character of the new world into distinc.t collision with
the hostile character which it was to destroy and
absorb, and set it in the person of its type-man in
the seat of highest power. The character formed
under the discipline of Freedom, and the character under the dicipline of Slavery developed all
their difference and met in hostile conflict when
this war began. Notice, it was not only in what
he did and was towards the slave, it was in all he
did and was everywhere that we accept Mr. Lincolin's character as the true result of our free life
and institutions. Nowhere else could have come
forth that genuine love of the people, which in
him no one could suspect of. being either the deep
flattery of the demagogue or the abstract philanthropy of the philosopher, which made our President, while he lived, the center of a great household land, and when he died so cruelly, made
every humblest household thrill with a sense of
personal bereavement which the death of rulers is
not apt to bring. Now here elese than out of the
life of freedom could have come that personal
unselfis~ness and genero~ity which made so gracious a part of this good man's character.
PARLIAMENTARY LAW.
BY A.

L. MOORE.

NO.

v.

[All questions pertaining to this subject, which bear the ign~ture of the party a king the question, to insure good faith,
w11l be answered through thi department.]

RE

IDE R..

ing day, and this is the rule which has been adopted in the House of Representatives. Mr. 'Vaplers
in his treatise, sec. I 3 7, takes a broader view and
holds "that whatever is not beyond reversal is
not beyond reconsideration." While this rule is,
perhaps, too liberal for ordinary socities it c;rtainly has many good qualities and is more worthy
of adoption t~an the view held by Mr. Roberts.
In my judgment I believe the~better ru te to ,be,
that in societies holding weekly or monthly meetings that the time should be extended to the meeting, following that upon which the vote was taken,
or, as Mr. Thompson says, "that the motion may
be made on the same day or the day following the
taking of the original vote.
In all cases where the matter has been acted upon or passed from the han :is of the assembly it cannot be reconsidered, and when a motion to reconsider is made, all action upon th~ question 'proposed to be reconsidered is suspended until the
reconsideration is disposed of. The motion to
reconsider is debatable if the question which it is
proposed to reconsider is debatable. It is allowable in many assemblies to move a reconsideration
and at the same time move to lay that on the
table, in which case the vote is taken, first on the
motion to lay on the table, and if carried, the
reconsideration is laid on the table. The only
way then that the reconsideration can be reached
is to move to take it from the table; but the tabeling of the reconsideration does not i11 any way
affect the main question.
The previous question can be applied to the
motion and if it prevails the effect is exhausted on
the motion tq reconsider, and if the motion to reconsider prevails the subject is again before the assembly in the same condition that it was before
the former vote was taken and is again open to
debate. If a motion has been made to reconsider
a vote taken under the effect of the previous q uestion partly executed, the previous question would
shut off debate; but if the final vote had been
taken under the previous question, when the vote
was reconsidered, the motion would not be bound
by the previou question and could be debated.
But if the previous question had been called and
the main question ordered, the ordering m~y be
reconsidered if not yet executed, but if executed
by the taking of the vote on the main question, the
motion to reconsider the previous question would
be too iate.
The motion when called up takes precedence
of all other business, except, the motions to adjourn and to fix the time to which the assembly
shall adjourn. After the motion has been entered
upon the minutes, anyone has the right to call it
up and have it acted upon. The motion may be
tabled and postponed to a definite time but can
not be committed.
reconsideration requires only a majority vote
regardless of the vote necessary to adopt the
motion reconsidered.
·
The motion brings the question back before the
as embly in the same shape that it wa when the
original vote was taken, and hence if any member
had exhausted hi right of debate before the former vote wa taken, hi only re ource would be to
debate the question while the mocion to reconsider
was pending.

This motion i in order at any time, even while
a no thor member ha the floor, or before the result
of the vote on the motion to adjourn has been
announced. But when made under uch circumtJ.nces it will not be acted upon but t 1e duty of
the ecretary i to enter uch motion upon the
The Great Wall of China.
minute , and it may be called up when no other
It would ·eem frot 1 the account of thi e. ·trabusine i before the hou e. In all ca e e ·cept ordinary work that there wa · a time when 1e
where the vote is by balot, the motion musa be I hine e po es ed a most remarkable per i tence
made by one who voted upon the prevailing sidt. and were ma ter of what i even now one of the
s to the time when this motion can be made greate t wonder in e.·i tence.
there are great Jifferences of opinion .
This great wall wa recently mea ur d by .fr.
Roberts in his work, ec. 27, eems to think that Unthank, an American engineer en(J'aged on a
it must be made on the day the original vote was urvey for a
hine e railway. Hi- mea urement
taken.
Mr. Thompson in his work, sec. 90, gave the height eighteen feet. Every fe ~ hunholds that it may be made on the same or follow- dred yards there wa a tower twenty-five hi h.

THE NORMAL STUDENT.
The foundation of the wall is of solid granite. Mr.
Unthank brought with him a brick from the wall,
which is supposed to have been made 200 years
B. C. In building this immense stone fence to
ke·ep out the Tartars, the builders never attempted
to avoid mountains or chasms to save labor or
expense. ·For 1,3oo miles the wall goes over
plains and mountains, and every foot of the foundation is of solid granite, and the rest of the
struc-ture solid masonry. In some places the wall
is .built smooth up against the bank or crosses a
precipice where there is a sheer descent of r, ooo
feet.
Small streams are arched over; but on the
larger st~eams the walls run to the water's edge
and a tower is built on, either side. On the top
of .the wall there are breastworks or defenses facing in and out, so that the defender's forces can
pass one tower to another without being exposed
to an enemy on either side.
T~ calculate time of building or cost of this
wall is beyond human skill. So far as magnitude
of the work is concerned, it surpasses everything
in ancient or mvdern times of which there is any
trace. The Pyramids of Egypt _are nothing compared with it. I have heard Chinamen in California tell about it, but scarcely believed their
stories.
J. E. Ei\rERSO •.
MORAL EDUCATION.
Bv

REv.

D.

HEAGLE,

D. D.

CHAPTER II.
CORRECT STANDARD

01'~

;\lORALv.

In an opening chapter we considered the need
and demand for a larger amount of moral culture
to be accomplished in these times, particularly as
connected with the work of our public schools.
Now let us give attention, more especially, to the
peculiar nature of an ethical education- in what
does it consist? Also let us notice the kind of
morals which it is desirable to have our American
youth taught.
The word morals comes from the Latin term
11zos :C gen. moris plu. mores,) which signifies
manner or custom, and the idea would seem to be
that among the Romans a moral way of living
was considered to be only one in accord with the
manner or customs of the Roman people in
general, or in accord perhaps with some special
manner or custom peculiar to this people, or to a
larger or smaller company of them.
In this
signification the word would not seem to have
anything in the nature of duty conne ted with it,
but would imply rather an outward conformity to
certain practices or usages of society, which
matter might be wholly indifferent, so far as
ethical quality is concerned.
ut it i
probable
and ~ndeed, is a fact, that among the Romans, as
well ac; among all the other ancient peoples, the
idea of morals took a deeper signification, or
c nnected itself with omething lower down in
human nature than simply a willingness to conform
e ternally to custom. That i to say, it reached
down to the ense of obligation, or to the conscience ; and hence among tho e ancient folk , as
with u., the idea of morals did mean something
in the order of duty, as well a that it may at
times have had a reference to mere e.·ternal action.
But we have noticed thi. particular vie\ which
eems to have been taken of moral , e pecially by
the ancient Roman
articularly for the rea or.
th

. g

u

t

h

th

11

1
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trary to th1 ie\v a correct y tern of morals i ·
not one conformino- it elf to the actual pra tice
an u aae of any peo le, or at all events not of
any one people, but is rather an ideal matter, conforming itself to the highest kno ;o,•n tan ar of

duty. And so far as the usages and practices of
different peoples are concerned, this correct
system of morals is rather adapted to the possible
action of all peoples in the world and of all the
ages, than that it is to be considered merely a rescript of the actual doings of any particular people or peoples. In other words, the correct
standard of duty is a universal matter, something
imposing its obligations upon all classes of men
alike, and something adapted, in its benefits,
alike to each and all kinds of people.
STANDARD OF l\IORALS.

If such is the nature of a correct standard of
morals, then it is important to know whether a
standard like this anywhere exists?
r is a true
system of morals a matter that needs as yet to be
discovered? Happily for us, we are able to answer
the first of these questions decidedly in the' affirmative.
In the Christian system of religion we
have furnished us such an ethical standard. The
morals taught by the Old and New Testament Scriptures, and especially those taught by the latter, are
acknowledged in every way correct; and besides
other ways of proving their correctness, they do
so by their adaptness to the moral action and welfare of all kinds of people in the world. Not
only professed Christians and so -called Christian
nations find in these moral teachings their ideals
and aspirations of an ethical nature satisfied, but
the same is true of all other peoples who have
tried these teachings, or who may try them.
Moreover, the result of all modern et1ical inve tigations, such as those made by Herbert pencer,
Alexander Bain, Paul Jenet and others, only go to
corroborate the truthfulness of these iblical moral
doctrines ; so that it is only tating a well known
fact when we affirm that uience and lite Bible teaclt
precisely tlu same general rode of morals.* A
Chri tian sy tern of ethics i , therefor , the same
thing as a scientific system of ethic · and these
two names, taken together, perhap be t describe
the kind of morals we need to have taught in our
public schools, and in all other places where morals are undertaken to be taught. It i what may
be termed the scientifico- Christia11 ethical sys tem.
This, we think, is the opinion of at lea t the va t
majority of Americans. Let other 1 eople do as they
will- the hinese, the Hindoo~, the Per ian , the
Turk;;, the inhabitant of fri a or of the outh ea
I Ian s-let all these races follow whatever cust ms or manners they cho e, and all such a ti ns
moral · unless those a tions are really m ral in
the hristian ense, we At eri ans want nothin
to 0 with them.
ur standard of cthi s is the
scientific and hri tian one. and unless oll
n-

fucianism, or Bud lhi m, or Brahmani ·m, or Zoroastrianism, or Mohammedanism, or the vari u
idolatries of Africa and f oth r land
in their moral teachings, to thi
tian system of ethi , we reje t the 1, and want n
su h teaching either in our public s hools or any
other place wh ere ethics are culti,·ated.
either
do we wish to have any such o trine as are e ·poused and taught by Free· Lovers, form on , n
archist ·, an other such cia. e · brou rht forwar
and pronoun ed octrine · fit to enter into th
moral ultur of the e days.
PARTICULAR ETHTC\1. I>OCI

r I ' I·. •

o, nothing but the pure ethics o the 'hri tian
Bible, or of this ook a it moral teachings are
confirmed and illustrated by the re utt~ of th be t
Thee
e

3
are in dP-tail, it may be said that they include al
the doctrines of a moral nature which are scattered throughout the Bible-particularly the ten
commandments, and the ethical precepts found in.
Jesus' sermon on the mount. The old Greek and
Roman notion was that there are some fo ur virtues
more hinge-like than others, and hence they were
termed cardinal virtues. They are prudence, temperance, justice and fortitude. For these our modern ethics would substitute prudence, justice and
benevolence, includingpatimce, courage and modest)'·
"Whatsoever things," says Paul, "are true, whatsoever things are honest (o r honorable ), whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pureT
whatsoever thing are lovely, whatsoever things are
of good report ; if there be any virtue, if there be
any praise, think on these things." The Christian
system of ethics is, then, the all-inclusive one; it
embraces all possible human virtues, whether these
have ever been known outside of the Christian domain or not. The aspiration of the system is after
the ideal or perfect man, and its fundamental virtues may be described as, in the teaching of Christ,
tlze love of God and tlu love of man. \Vhosoever
has in his character these two fundamental virtue ,
may be said to be not only in a fair way to becoming a Christian of the genuine type, but also to be
approximating a character in all respects perfect.
Nay, more; if the loYe of God and the love of
man reign in an individual life perfectly, they will
make that life, in a moral point of view, entire]
perfect.
:\I ORAL

A. D

RELIC 10

.

Under another head we will indicate what eem.
to us to be the dependen c of morals on religion
in the way of timulat;on and authority. Here it
appears to be only nece ary to ay that religion
appertains rather to man' relation to .rod and th
here:tfter, while moral: b long parti ularly to a
person's duty r garding him elf ancl society abont
him. But the two are very intimately connected;
and moral., in our opini n, thrive best where they
have religion a their oil and surrounding atmo ·~
pher . There i "no freedom,'' ay Jo iah uiny, "without morality no morality without reli ion, no religion without the Bible." But r ligiou
education may be
nceiv d of a. omethin ', in
erent fr m m ral c<luca lion,

Planet N ote for February.

M. rcury \ ill be "e erring . tar" luring h ;b ..
ruary. I uring the fir t half f the m nth h ' ill
be close to the un, ut in the latt r part ' ill c
visible t the nak cl e ·e for a :-. h'1rt time after
sun t. He will be at gr atest t.:longation, ea ·t
from the sun 1 °, n the even in r of February 2
His greatest brillian y will be attained on th
evening of February 2 r. ~[ercury will l e ro e>
lue
uth fr m \Tenm at 9 h. p m. P. M. Jfcl>r ary . central time.
Vow "'·i 11 be i:- i le a
a few day in I ebruary.
A. M., she ' ill e at inferi r
between the earth and the un.
nus ' ill be it
c njunction with the re ent mo n, 1 I 0 n rth
the latter, at 3 h. m. 1 . M. February 6.
fifars will be vi iblc in the outhea t after h.
L, but to l ,. an altitu le f r g od b ~ r a ~
tions in our latitu le.
jupittr will be at quadr, ture 90 ° ea t from th
. un, February I I at 1 h. 52 m. A. ~[. He wil
be in .·cellent po ition for o cr ·ation lurin
the early part of the ni ht. j•1piter will e in
conjunction
ith the moon 4° 24' n rth of th
latter, February 1., at 3 h. 16m. 1 • L
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CLUB RATES .I!OR

94.

THE N ORMAL STU DENT will be furnished
•with the following at the price _of the one sub·
·scription :
Ar('na ........ . .... .. .. ... ................• .. $5.00
D emore~<t' s I\Iaga zlne.. . ........ . .. . ..... .. . . 2 00
'urrcnt Llte ratur(' ...... ....... .......... .... 3.00
Goldwalth'll Geographical Magazine . ..... .... . . 2.00
The Atlantic Monthly .. . ........... .. .. ...... 4.00
'Journal of P olitics.. .. . . . . .. .. • . ........ .... 4.00
The Century
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00
The Oullng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00
North American Re,·lew ...... . ..... ... . ..... 5.00
Sclentlflc American .. .. . .. . .... . . .. . . . ... .. 3.1i0
T ex11s Siftings . . .... . . . . . . . ... • ......... . ... . .. 4.00
J> uc k ................. . ... . .. . . ... .. . ..... . . . 5 00
,Journal of lathematlcs . . .................. .... 5.00
J ournal of Dental ::ictence........ .. . . . . . . . . ... 2.50
J ournal of Pharmacy . . ........ . ....... . . .. . . 3.00
Law ,J ,mrnal-chlcago . . . . .. .. .. . ........ ... .. 3.00
Mut<Jcal <'onrlcr . .... . . .. . . . . . ... ... . .... .. .. 3 00

THE

NoR~lAL

nor was it then known that there was such a
large number 0f students employed in Chica
go. The time for a meeting has at last been
arranged. The date announced in cir.c ulars
is February 24, '94· The place,Grand Pacific
Hotel. Tt will be an e teemed favor if those
who are in sympathy with this movement will
address Dr. J. Cigrand, corner North and
Milwaukee avenues, if you have not already
had correspondence with him before this,and
tell him what you can do in the matter, and
also give informati(>ll as to others who ought
to be interested in the event.
The day
mentioned in the circular is l\1onday, while
we notice that the 24th is on Saturday. If
Saturday is the time there will be a large num
ber from Valparaiso in attendance. Let our
Valparaiso friends as well as all others who
can attend, make arrangements at once. Harvard, Yale, Ann Arbor and other educational
instituti0ns have alumni societies in Chicago,
which from a social and business stand point
are very helpful. Why cannot this school
have some of these advantages?

S1 UDENT and

The Tcacl1cr's Instltute-l\ . Y . . .... . .. . . . .....
••
••
World - !'<". Y . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . ..
Indiana School Journal. .... . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .
,Journal of Education-St. Louts .. . .. .. . .. . . ....
' K!ndergarten-N.Y ... . ...... . . ..... . . ......
Centru.l School Jomnai-Ia ... .. ... . . . .. ... . .... .
Michigan School Journal. .. ..... ... . ..........
.Ohio Educational Monthly . . . . . . ... ... . .. ... .. ..
Penman Art Journal. ... .. .. . . .... ...... .... ..
Pennsylvania School Jomnal. ... . . . .. . . ..... ...
School Educatlon-Minn . .... .. ..... ... ........
'New York School Journal .. .. .... . . . .. . .. . . ....
West VIrginia chool Journal. .. . . . . . . .•. .... . ..

1.50
1.50
l.i')

1.25
2.50
1.25
1.75

1.7!1
1.25
1.75

1.50
2.75

1.50

PUBLISHER'S NOTES.
A little old man came walking in,
We saw on his face a familiar grin,
'He spoke of the times, now in the past,
And then of the paper- that was last.
·He told us of many that we had left out,
And hinted that we didn't know what we
were altout,
"'\Ve paused a moment, to make reply,
Knowing that this was the same old cry.
· " The field is large, beyond our ken,
• We find multitudes of active men
·enrolled in the School and gone away,
And we know not where they are to day.
' It is only through such n.1en as you
That we do as well as we now do,
.And now you've told us much to-day,
May others do as much, we pray."
There are many township and county insti. tutes being held nearly every week, not only
1n this, hut in other states. If our students
who are there in attend.ance would jot down
the names of such as are known to this school
and send them to us, and to note, es{Jecially,
the distinguishing work done by them, they
will confer a great favor to many here and
elsewhere .. Persons come to us every day to
learn of some student and in most cases we
fail to locate the person sought.
It is not
essential that you become a subscriber of our
paper in order to send us news. Send in reports and we will give them attention.

Will Christmas Come Again.
!t m ay, but t. Valentine 's Day, which is
much like it, is here.
\Ve have a larger
s tock of Valentines, mostly celluloid novelties, than we had novelties for Christmas.
mong there are: Photograph holders, Glove
ouvenirs of
Boxes, Handkerchief Boxes,
'Friendship,
Book marks,
" Iatrimonial
Trap ," "Game of Hearts," "I Love You
for Two Raison ," <~Don't Monkey with my
Affections," " 1edicine for all vVounds ex<:ept those of L ove," "I'm y o :.~r Captive,"
~ ·Love not in it." These are very amusing,
and in most cases useful present .
Those
w ho wish to orde r by mail, would do well to
write a full d escription suggesting the nature
of the gift.
Address,
•
B. F. PERRINE,
Valparaiso, Ind.

An Alumni Club in Chicago.
:\fany of the ex students of the
orthern
Indiana ~ rorma.l School have expressed a deire to organize an alumni club in Chicago, to
meet probably twice a year. This was con·
templated and e ·pected to be matured Col...u mbian year; but was not fully consumated

ALIFORNIA.

The well known California Excursions of
A. Phillip c ' Co., beginning ~larch 1st will
change their route from the Canadian Lines
to the Fitchburg, West Shore and Nickel
Plate Roads, leaving Boston as in years past
every Tuesday. These excursions combine
comfort and economy in the greatest degree
and have always been personally conducted
and given entire satisfaction. For full particulars and general information about Cali·
fornia, address Agents of the Nickel Plate
Road or A. Phillips & Co.,No. 446 Broadway,
Albany, N. Y.

Wife for Wife.
The young people of our to•.vn certainly
possess talents of a rare kind. No stranger
entering the auditorium of Memorial Hall
last Thursday evening, would have guessed
but that the people on the stage were '' full
fledged '' actors and actresses; in<leed, so
peculiarly adapted was each one to the part
assigned them, that it could scarcely have
been better. The loud encores from time to
time signified the thorough appreciation of
the audience.
Each part from the "French Doctor," as
per Mr. Goldie Benny, down to the " Spectable Cullud Pussun," as acted by Miss Lin a
Elam, and Mr. Art Christie was simply
splendid; and the " outhern Gentleman,"
as conceived by Mr. J. W. Turner, was
magnificent. Nothing could have been more
ludicrous than Sinai Ramsey'~ rendering of
"Aunt Euphemia's" part; and 1r. Ben.
mith surely excelled as "A play writer (or
play seller) and lover," but nobody could
have helped him better than 1iss Mabel
Banta as "Grace Courtwright." The true
heroine of the play," as rendered by Miss
Mabel Arnold, was perfectly done and highly
appreciated. Messrs. Evans and Harmon
"did" the parts of the "Villain" to perfec·
tion thereby acquitting themselves creditably,
Messrs. Ora ~mith, Steve Me Callum, lar·
ence Drown and Goldie Benny cannot be beat
at plantation darkies singing !
California Reached Ea ily.
\'ia the weekly through car which will run
over the ' ickel Plate Road after .March Ist.

EDUCATIONAL.
THE STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY.
Suppose the part of our country to be tudi·
ed is the Southern states. Let the pupil learn
their position, in relation to his own state, by
finding them on the map of the nited ta les,
and then furnish him a . econd map of the
part to be studied-a relief map i much the
better. We are now ready with the map be
fore us. Ask the pupils to observe the surface
and tell anything they notice about it. One
says, "I see a range of mountain extending
through certain parts."
Well, what do you suppose the people
among these mountains and in that region will
do? From previou observations they are

ready to conclude it is m1nmg. What kind
of minerals do you suppose they will obtain?
They have studied about the coal and iron
mines of Pennsylvania, aud are ready to sug ·
gest the e two minerals. So we may proceed
with the business near here. Here is \Vheeling, a city near the muuntains; they don't
mine in cities. \Vhat will they do? ••\Vhy,
manufacture t'le iron ! " a natural conclusion
which even the dullest pupil will see almost
immediately. In another part they see level
surface with plenty of rivers to water it; they
observe the location on the map with reference
to latitude and longitude, and conclude the
conditions are favorable to agriculture. If so
what will they rai e here ? They hardly look
for grain and the products of a temperate eli·
mate, but for those of a warmer country, and
some one will. ugge tone or more of the prop·
er and probable products. In another part is
a long line of ea coast; there are some citie
along the coast, 5ome places which look like
good harbors. Of course they think imme·
diately of commerce here. lf commerce, then
what will they export ? "Tobacco." No ;
it is too far south. So they think of cotton
and sugar.
Here i another part of the
country apparently not thickly settled, but well
watered. They reason that probably there are
forests here, and from this that lumbering is
the occupation. So we may proceed with the
study of the entire section.
A great many facts are learned, but how ?
not by a mere exercise of memory, but by a
intelligent logical process. Certain conditions
in the environment of a country and people,
they see, must lead to certain results.
The pupils do not need to be told that Wil·
mington exports tobacco, that Charleston exports naval stores, that New Orleans is a great
sugar and cotton n{arket ; they are independent, and c::tn find it out for themselves, and
are infinitely stronger and wiser for such a
course. After the subject has been pur-sued
in this way ,then is the time for the text book,
which may he read,and their own conclusions
verified, or, if necessary, corrected.

INVERTING THE DIVISOR.
A teacher furnishes the following simple
method of explaining to young pupils why the
divisor is inverted in division of fractions.
Before attempting to teach division of one
fraction by another, you will of course teach
how to divide an intiger by a fraction. The
three classes of problems are illustrated below:
III
II
t-+-4=~
12+j=I8
H+!=t
3
f+Z=lt; 5+1=7~
-+-·i =/'6'
The first class may be taught by actual il ·
lustrations, from which may be deduced the
principle that a fraction is divided by dividing
its numerator or multiplying its denominator.
The second class may be solved by first changing the dividend to the denomination of the
divisor. 36 thirds-+-2 thirds= 18, needs no
more explanation than 36 apples + 2 apples
= 18. After a great number of problems
have been solved in this way, analyze the numerical proce , and show that in every ca e
the number of Ullits in the dividend is multi·
plied by the denominator, and the product
divided by the numerator.
Adopt that rule and u e it al o when a
fraction is made the dividend. After the pu
pils are made familiar with the process, show,
if you please, that the ame result i obtained
more quickly by inversion of the diviror and
multiplication of corre ponding term . Give
enough problem
olved in the two ways, to
prove that the result are the arne and to how
why they hould be ; then give ufficient drill
with imple problem to \n ure facility in the
proces .

Vick's Floral Guide .
It contams dc -cription: that describe, not
misle d; illus tr;Hion that in truc t, n o t ex aggerate. Thi year it come to u in a uit of
gold. Print u in ight different colors be ide
black. Colored plate of Chry anthe mum:
Pvppies and Vegetable ·. On the front cover
is a very exqui -,te bunch of \'ick ' s ~ ' ew White
Branching A ter and on the back i the 'e.v
Double Anemone; I 12 page filled with many

new novelties of value as well as all the old
leading varieties of flowers and vegetables.
We advise our friends who intend doing
anything in the garden this year to consult
Vick before starting operations. Send 10
cents to James Vick's Sons, Rochester, N.Y.
for Vick's Guide, it costs nothing, as you ca~
deduct 10 cents from first order. It certainly
will repay y0u.

Remember the patron> of the Nickel Plate
H.oad can take a through car for California
after March Jst, weekly.

CRESCENT SOCIETY.
The Crescent Society gave its initial program of this term last Friday evening. An
ordinary audience was present to enjoy an exceptional exercise. We were pleased to note
many "prominent Stars" in attendance and
invite their return as well as that of others.
Mr. J. E. Teeple had chosen as the subj~ct .
of ·his inaugural, "Intimate Friendships."
He began by telling how the young man travels
the same road to obtain knowledge that have
his fore -fathers for two thousand years, and
how, when he unearths some mystery that has
been dug up by every one who has gone this
way, he labels the products as "My Idea .''
He divided our "fellow plodders" into three
parts, those entirely unknown, the mere acquaintances and our intimate friends. "No
one, unless he has a criminal nature, desires
the whole world as the latter. The only criterion by which we can judge the stranger is
by what he seems to be." In speaking of
fnendship he said, "it was founded on admiration and could exist only where there is
ground to dicit mutual admiration. The power of association may change our habits, ambitions and motives. In fact no two people
associate for any considerable time but they
grow to look, talk and act more like each
other.'' Mr. Teeple's inaugural was fuN of
thought and rich in rhetoric.
The audience was then favored by a vocal
solo by W. F. Parish who was recalled to the
the second encore.
An interesting and instructive paper on the
subject of, "Chutch and State," was read by
C. H. Waite. lie briefly traced both from
their earliest existence, showing their necessity and independence. He said, "the highest
aim of a government was to protect property
and not to propogate a re ligion. The latter
was not necessary, as all men have some form
of 1eligion."
Miss Bertha Coble pleased the audience
with a recitation entitled "Mrs. Allen's Crazy
Quilt.'' The name is suggestive of its nature
and showed among other things the industry
and economy of the frugal bouse wife ia
g thering up scraps and tearing to pieces remn:lnts to make the much covoted quilt.
A piano duet by Misses Walker and McElwer was rendered in a way that was highly
enjoyable to all.
An essay by L D. Casper entitled "The
Unfortunates of 1ankind' contributed it
share to the intere t of the program. He divided the unfortunates into two classes, those
who e condition was unavoidable and those
who brought about their own misfortune .
Both were objects of pity and creatures of circum tances and should be alike helped, which
was our duty to man as well a God.
W. C . Gunner-on recited the well known
poem of Lowell,' I he Present Cri i . '' Ow·
ing to the way it wa d elivered we were able
to ee new fact in it figure and new truth
in its teaching.
ome of the quotation of
thi piece have become proverbial, a ,
"Once to every man and nation, comes the
moment to dec.ide,
In the trife of Truth with Fal ehood, for
the good or evil side. ''
·• cw o~,;ca:ion . teach new dutie.· :Time
make a ncient good un couth :
\ ' c mu t upward till and onward, who
would keep abrea t of Truth .''
The program wa well c ncluded with •
vocal · lo by H. ·. Butler. ~Ir. Butler h
an excellent voice and i · one of the few g
ba
oloi ·t.

C. H. R.

I

THE NORMAL STUDENT.
STAR SOCmTY.
Although school had been in session last
'aturday, a large and appreciative audience
put aside their books, banished the thoughts
<>f Monday's lessons, and assembled in tar
Hall to listen to an instructive and entertain-ing program.
After a short benediction by W. A. Moore,
the inaugural address was delivered by W. H.
Garland. Mr. Garland took "Personal Energy'' as his subject, and in a brief and carefully prepared speech reviewed the history of
personal energy, its causes and its effPcts up<>n the development uf the world. The speak-er expressed the opinion that personal energy
is the only difference between the savage and
the civilized man.
Following the inaugural Miss Emma Coleman sang "The Beautiful Kingdom called
Home.'' The selection was well rendered
and enthusiastically received.
C. A. Post recited "Out of the Fire," a
election in which is mingled the humor and
pathos of life upon the western prairies. Mr.
Post recites in a natural and easy manner and
his selection was enjoy~d by all.
Miss Clara Yarger read a carefully prepar
ed essay entitled "Individuality." Miss Yarger began with the assertion that every person
bas three characters ; that which he is, th at
1\vhich he seems to be and that which he thinks
he is. This production abounded in strong
thoughts very prettily stated.
A flute duet by the 1isses Edith and Allera Frazier was heartily enjoyed as shown by
the enthusiastic encore.
The recitation "Aunt Melissy on Boys"
-elicited the smiles and cheers of the audience.
vfhis selection was a humorous one relating to
an old ladies opinions on boys. Its hearty
>Teception proved th at
"A little nonsense, now and then,
Is relished by the best of men."
A vocal solo by Miss Gertrude Hildreth
'.followed . Mis- Hildreth's inging is alway
.enjoyed, and this was no exception.
"Judging from Appearances" was the title
<>f an oration by Max Hoffman. In the course
<>f his speeeh Mr. Hoffman likened the world
to a theater upon which men appear and are
judged by their appearances. In the speaker's opinion a great many wrongs are commit
·ted because we judge men and nations by
what they appear to be, not what they really
are. Religions are dispised and regarded as
form of idolatry only because we are content
to gaze upon the surface ; never taking the
trouble to draw back the unsightly covering
and view the beauty and grandeur of the ideas
contained within. Mr. Hoffman's oration
howed thorough and careful preparation.
PROGRAM, FEB. 3·
l1 Call.
Invocation.
Recitation-Justice in Leadville,
Chas. U. Walton
•Oration-Spanish Mission in the United
tates,
V. M. Tyler
ocal oloPcof. J. B. F. howalter
i{ecitation- obody's Child,
Mary E. Cook
Violin oloW . J. wihart
Recitation-Told by the Hospital urse,
Blanche avy
-~

)1u icHeritage Trio
Oration -<:>ur • ation's Progre s,
. L. Moore
P. F. l\1.

A Life Size Crayon Portrait and
White and Gold or Antique Oak
Frame and One Dozen Cabinet
Photographs

ONLY $6.00.
This is no cheap work as given away by differen t houses, but a finely finished crayon
and frame that will sell on its merits. Our
experience in this line enables us to put a
fine work of art like this before the public

Unequaled at Double the Price.
When you want photographs made we can do
it. Yes, and give you better value for the
money than any artist in Northern Indiana.
This is not talk but we do it and have done
it in the last two years.

Photographs finished in Platinotype
(Half Tone) Process,
Enamel Finish, Transparencies, Etc.
We are headquarters fur Frames, Matts,
Etc. Frames macte to order on short notice
at lowest possible prices.
HINEA'S STUDIO,
No. 22 West Main St., Opp. Central Hotel.
-

C..A..LL

ON'-

H... P. "VV e>1f,
Fashionable Tailoring gompany
AGENT FOR THE

<>F C~:J:C.A.G-<>.
- - 5 0 0 SELECTIONS . - -

Suit to Order $15 to $40.
Pants to Order $4 and Upward.
Fit and Workmanship Guaranteed to be First-class.

Dyeiug, Presl!ling, (1)P.anh• g and Mend•
in.,. Drne Promptly.
Price reasonable. 'ampl~ Room at No. 12
Mechanic Ft., Valparaiso, Ind.
I WANT

THE STUDENT'S TRADE

*

*

*

* *

*

and to get it, keep in my stock of

F300JFB

AND

SHOES

Several Lines especlnlly anapted for

Good Wear and Neat Style to Student's
Needs.

J. F. TdLCOTT,
No.9 EAST

~~

IN ST.

A through cat to California via the ickel
Plate Road once a week after March Ist.
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F. E. Stroup still endeavor to climb the
hill of science and medicine. He is now at
28o8 South Park Ave.,Chicago striving to become an M.D.
J. W. Gallian, scientific of '92, is teaching
in Oak Woods, Texas. His success is evidenced by the fact that he taught the same school
last year.
A jolly party of normalites drove to "Jap
Finney's" last Monday evening, where they
were royally entertained and got "good things
to eat."
C. M. Titus, principal of the Crookstown
Normal School, at Crookston, finn, says he
expects to return to Valpo for the summer
term.
A merry sleighing party consisting of
Messrs. lc Clune, Frantzen, Gower, Frink,
ampson, Barnett and ladies, started from
the Ilill ' aturday eve.
Edward S. Baker, of the music class of '92,
was on the Hill yesterday. He is in business
F. C. Emery is in busine sat Windsor, Cal. in treator, Ill., where are also the
icus
His commercial education he says is helping brothers and other valued normalites.
him out.
G. \V. Hearon, a student of '83 • '84, is
Carrie E. Billman, mu ic course of last now postmaster for the Town of Lake, this
year is teaching music at her home at Doyles
state. lie writes that he expects to return to
town, Ohio.
sch 1 in the near future.
J. B. ·helby, of Centu, Texa , writes that
Miss Jennie Fulton, scientific of '92, is ashe expect to enroll as a member of the N.
sistant principal of the schools of Hampton,
I. N. S , soon.
Iowa. The principal, Mr. Hoadlv, is also a
Carne Ruple has a very pleasant position former graduate of this institution.
as assistant teacher in the high school departOur gifted little friend, Miss Edna Stephat Holdridge, Nebr.
ens, of the elocution cias of '93, has gone to
Robert Vestal, who was a member of the her home at Henderson, Ky. Everybody
N. I. N. . nineteen years ago, is teaching loved to hear her speak.
near Elwood, Ind.
R~v. Robert Forbes, of Bellgrade, 1ont.,
J. L Johnson, a graduate the scientific fornterly of College Hill, Valpo, wa called
class of '90, was recently elect d county sur- to this city to the burial of hi mother. He
'
veyor of lilford, Iowa.
will return in a few days
B. J. ' now, a bright student of Ia t year,
H. A. Snyder,of the elocution cia s of Ia t
has returned. He has been teaching at year ha been giving some succe ful enterEmbara River, Minn.
tainment in the vacinty of hi home in hio.
J. ole and J. W. Moxon are at IndepenPhilip Cor kin ,a stu ent here nearly a score
dence, Mo. They are engaged in a manuof year ago, wa in the city looking after
facturing bu ine s of their own.
home g plant which he claim to be cheapGev. A. jone , 28 Erie st., Fort Wayne,
er and better than Valparaiso gas.
Ind., student of' o, i traveling sale man f r
ha . {c eil, a member of the ph nograa New York cutlery firm.
phy cour e of '90, spent unday with friends
R. E. Hatcher, a graduate f the law and relatives in the city. He is employed by
course of '89,is practicing his profes ion with the Equitable Life A urance o.,in Chicago.
good success in Chicago.
Jennie Me ongal, a mot estimable memChas. Wehrenberg of found
ity, Ill., ber of the teachers' course, who ha been inwrites us that he hope to be a member of the dispo ed f r the pa t everal days, is c ovaJunior Law lass next year.
le cing and will oon be able to re ume w rk
ella Hess, of the music cour e, ha re- in her cia e .
turned to re ume her w rk. She has b en
I r.

Geo. E Weese is at Turner Park, lll.
B. F. Harper is a successful lawyer located
at Fort Wayne, Ind.
Wills Smith will return to the normal soon
he is now at Mason, Texas.
Frank mock is in the grocery business with
G. E. Bursley & Co, Fort Wayne, Ind.
B. J. Robinson, assisted by his wife, is
teaching at Orangeville, Barry Co., Mich.
J. C. Nugent of last year's scientific, is
teaching at Milton, North Dak.
W. H. Belefield, of Tell City,is in the grocery busine s, he was a student here in '81.
Maud Coakley is in the service of the Chemical Fire Extinguisher ompany, at Chicago.
W. H. Reavis, a student of last year has a
large general merchandise business at Oustes,
Ind·
Many students of past terms have returned
to resume their tudie , and all are working
earnestly.

SOME OF THESE DAYS.
orne of these days all ile skies will be
brighter,
orne of the e days all the burdens be lighter
Heart will be happier-soul will be whiterorne of the e days !
orne of the_e day in the desert upspringing,
Fountains shall flash, while the joy bells are
ringing,
nd the world with its weetest of bird hall
go singingorne of these days !
'orne of these days! Let u bear with ur
orrow;
Faith in the future-it lights we may borrow;
There \ ill be joy in the golden to-morrow'ome f th se day .

n

J. P. Marple.
a gradu:1tc
Ne..-er compelled to leave your car until you
r ach alifornia, for the 1 ickel Plate Poad
will run a through car weekly after . larch L

\ meeting of the \ i ·con in tudent \\ill
he held in Room 4, Wedne t!ay evening,I.-eb.
7th, at 7:15 o'clock.
Ry or er f l r ident.

I arker' Paint \Vor ·- of our city r c ive
an order for too barrel
f paint t be hipp
to lontana.
• lemorial Hall has received a c rlo
beautiful cenery.

PERSONAL.

~<>SS ~ BA.~ISTE~

Institute at Memorial

J.

P. Be' ier ''rite from 'hiloh, Rkhl
hio.
for teacher'

Cash Hardware Dealers.=======
\
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tud nt,i n w loc t d
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WITICISMS.
J~ol1by-Pop, what has

giraffes got su®. long

11ecks fur?
Fond Parent-God gave them their long
necks so that they could reach the leaves of
the palm, which only grow at the top of the
tree. 'I hat is the only way they can get at
them.
DoLby (after a pause) - Couldn't he have
made the leaves grow lower down ?-Puck.

Figg- I'Illet you know I'm not the fool you
think.
Fogg-Possibly not. Which one are you?

-Boston Transcript. .
With all his practice the devil has never improved on the first hypocrite.-Ram' sHorn.

Friend-What part did you find the most
difficult when you were on the stage ?
Actor-Trying to live up to the salary I
told my friends I was drawing.-Brook{yn

Night Clerk-Wake up, wake up, sir!
There are burglars in the billiard-room.
Proprietor (sleepily)- Charge 'em sixty
cents :m huur.-Boston Traveler.

Kittie--I heard today yon married your
husband to reform him ?
Sarah-I did.
Kittie-Why, I didn't know he had any bad
habits
Sarah-He had one; he was a bachelor.-

Detroit Eree Press.

His head was jammed into the sand;
His arms were broken in twain;
Three ribs were snapped,four teeth were
gone,
He ne're could walk again.
His lips moved slow, I stopped to bear
The whispers they let fall ;
His voice was weak but this I heard ;
"Old man, who got the ball ? "

-Ex.

Life.

CHURCH ANNOUNCE MENTS.
BAPTIST.
9:15 a. m, Sunday School.
10:30 a. m. and 7:00 p. m., preaching hy
by the pastor, Rev. Dr. Heagle. 2:30p.m.,
Junior Baptist Umon, led by Mrs. Judd.
5=45 p. m., Young Peoples Prayer meeting.
CHRISTIAN. Sund:ty School at 9:15 a m.,
Prof. M. E. Bogarte, ~uperintend~nt. Morn·
ing and evening sermon by the pastor, J. I I.
0. Smith. Y. P. S. C. E. 6 o'clock, Prof. J.
E. Roessler, President. Special music at each
service and everybody made very welcome.
CATHOLIC. Morning service at 8 o'clock·
High Mass a1 10:30 a. m. Sunday School at
2:15 p. m. Vespers at 3 o'clock.
GERMAN LUTHERAN. Sunday services
10:30 a. m., and 7:30 p m. Sunday School
2:00 p. 111.
GOSPEL HALL. Gospel meetings at JO:JO
a. m. and 7:30p.m. Praver meeting Thurs.
day evening at 7:.10 o'clock.
METHODIST. The pastor will preach at
10:30 a. m., and at 7:00p.m. 9:00 a. m.,
Class meeting. 2 p. m., Sunday School.
3:15 p. m., Junior Epworth League. 5:45
p. m., Epworth League.
Prof. Heritage
with a well trained choir will lead the singing. He also teaches the .i\ormal Su~day
School Class.

PRESBYTERtA;-.<. 10 a. m ., Session Prayer
Meeting.
10:30 a. m. and 7:00 p. m .•
preaching by the Pastor 2 p. m., Sunday
School. 6.00 p. m., Chi:istian Endeavor.

A. PARKS,
Guns, RevolYers, Ammunition Car..:
tridges, Guns to rent, Key~ of
all kinds fitted, Trunks repaired, Umbrellas repair~d and covered.
NO. 10 N. WASIIINGTON

STREET.

0. H. JOHNSTON, M. D.
Office and Residence over Summer's Store,

No. g N. Washington St. ,.
V A L PARA TSO.

Choi ce Mixed Candy at six cen ts p er
pound at Summers'. Two door s s outh
of Post Office.

In every purchase of clothi ng you make~
If you desire to find a plact> where y()u
can find any kind of garment yoa
may wish for-both in style & grade~
If you want a complete and varied
sto'c of

Olotlliilg and
Gents' Furnishing Goods
to= select from,
If you want to find a strictly One Price
Store, cast your eyes toward theending of this ad \'ertist ment and then.
meander to the

EMPIRE One Price Clothing House,
Thoro1.aghly Practical Insritl."Jtioil.
The majority of the Board of Directors and a number of the Faculty of
this institution are graduates of the NORTHERN INDIANA NORMAL SCHOOL
and BusiNESS INSTITUTE, of Valparaiso, Ind.
The same practical methods
ol teaching prevailing at the Normal are adopted in this College.

NOS. 9 A ND ll LSO. FRANKLIN ST.

J. LOWEl\TSTil\TE,

PROP.;.

G. E. STANTON, MAl AGER.

Anyone desiring to take a thorough course in Dentistry will do well to
look into the merits of the
·

'N.H.

A1Jlerica l) C ollege of Jlel)tal Surgery,

VAIL~

of Chicago, Ill., before deciding to go elsewhere.
The City of Chicago offers rare advantages to the Dental Student.
Every Nationality is here represented. Every form of disease of the Oral
Cavity is here encountered. Thousands of persons apply annually for
treatment at our Dental College. The Dental Stuuent becomes thoroughly
familiar with all classes of cases. He is required to perform many different
and difficult operations under the direction of skilful instructors.
EIGHTH ANNUAL WINTER TERM BEGINS

October 17, 1893, and continues six months.
For Catalogues and Circulars givinz full particulars, address
T~E:c:>. ~ E N' c::;..E S 7

479 Wabash Ave. , Chicago, Ill.
BEST

GOODS.

LOWEST PRICES.

Pa~rapize ~be ~eading

Repai~ing
Garefully-

G el)t s Fllrl)ishil)g S tore ! IJone.

Best To Be Found in tlte City

Full line of Hats, Cap , Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Neckwear, Underwear, Children's, Ladies'
• and Gentlemen's Sandals, &c. Citizens and students are invited to call in, examine good!
and get prices.
NORMAN GREEN , Proprietor.
Cor. College Ave. and Union Street.

Valpo Steam Laundrv,
- - 4 7 East .Jrl ain Street,--

.J\.LHE RY"' HUNT & :CII."' Pr npri:elnrs ..

~~~~~d

G&rriet=>

Gl

f1'2e Li'le

S eo7y.,

New and Improved Machinery.
Work Called For aRd Delivered.

of

e Wah:; hes, Jeweh·y,
$

~)

Silverware, Clocks,
etc., etc.

For Fall and W inter Suiting
- -TRY- -

JOHN W.

McNAY~

THE TAILOR.

Call in, see the Handsomest Stock ever shown in the city.

Best of

Work.

Best of Fits and Vvorkmanship Guaranteed, and

.J\.T PRI:CES WHI:CH DEFY
Cor. FRA

1

KLIN

hllMPETITtlllN ~

A~D MO.~.

ROE STREETS.-

THE NORMAL STUDENT.

I 338 PAGES. I
I PRICE,90c. j

A
GOOD

0

7

.A..de>p"ted b y
Northern Indiana Normal School, Kansas State Normal chool, Tennessee
State Nor::nal School.

PRACTICAL ~ Send for ;~culars ~
RHETORIC'? l Williams' R!tetoric. j

,-.

You

0

ACivil Government of

"Indiana~ the Ration?"-:

Need-

1ichigan University, DePauw University, Butler University, Wabash College.
Indianapolis High School, Richmond High School, Ft. Wayne High School,
So. Bend High School, Mad1son High chool, Seymour High chool,
Waterloo High School, Peru High School.

X

"Indiana and the Nation" f
I

ENDORSED BY THE Co. SUPERINTENDENT
CITY SuPTs., AND BE T TEACHERS
.;.:OF INDIANA.

0

CLO. 198 PAGES.-60 C.

* * *

.;.:- (Western
.;.:House)

* *

St>n£1 for fuller informatiun to D. C. HE.tiTH ~~ CO., PlJBL"ISHERS.

JOHN "'\-V. De WI,.-rT

* * * *

355 Waba hAve., Cbicago.

CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RA.ILWAY.

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF COKE AND

...

~~-·iiiil

THE GREAT TRUNK LINE between Valparai o and all
points East and West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that
ticket read via above line, and secure comfort, peed and safety at lowest rates compatible with flt•st cla~s ervice.

N. B.-Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through tM
Great International Tunnel.
GOING WEST.

Office and Yards near Nickel Plate Depot. Leave Orders at 19 S Greenwich St.,
Normal Drug ~tore, \V. H . McClure's, East Main St., or 1 orman
Green's Furnishing Store
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York. Meal served In Dlnlng ar .
For tim tables, tickets, and further Information, apply to JAXX M REB, Agent, Valparal o.
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GINN &

CO. PUBLISH:

HUDSON'S EXPURGATED SHAKESPEARE.
BY HENRY N. HUDSON, LL.D.
F<>~

SC~<><>LS~

CLU:EJS .A.N:J:> F.A.:M:XLXES.

Revised and enlarged editions of twenty-three plays. Carefully expurgated, with Explanatory Notes at the bottom of the page, and Critical Notes at the end of.each volume. One
play in each volume.
Sq. x6mo. Varying in size from 128-253 pages. Introduction prices per volume:
Cloth, 45 cts.; Paper, 30 cts. Per set to teachers (in box) $xo.oo.
Some of the special features of this edition are the convenient size and shape of the volumes; the clear type, superior presswork, and attractive binding; the ample introductions;
the explanatory notes, easily found at the foot of the page ; the critical notes for special
study; the judicious expurgation; the acute and sympathetic criticism that has come to be
associated with Dr. Hudson's name; and, finally, the reasonableness of the price.

Myths of
Greece and Rome

C. F. P. BANCROJ<'T, Prir. of Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass.: Hudson's appreciation of Shakespeare amouuted to genius.
His editing accordingly exh b its more than learning and industry,-it reveals insight, sympathy and c• nviction. He leads the pupil
into the very mind and heart o!''the thousand-souled Shakespeare."

The Harvard Edition of Shakespeare's Complete Works.
BY HE RY N. HUDSON, LL.D.
In Twenty Volumes, duodectmo, two plays in each volume; a lso in Ten vo:umes, of four pl!IJS each.
--RETAIJ, PRICES.--

20-VOlUffie

edition~ ~~~~~calf-

•

$;~:gg

Narrated with Special Reference to
Literature and Art.
By H. A. GUERBER, Lecturer on Mythology.

I10 volume edition 1~~~~calf· $!g:gg
•

Buyers should be careful uot to confound the Harvard Slzat.espeare 1tlith an cld edillim made i1l 1851 and still sold b_y
anotltel" ltouse.

71 full-page reproductions of Ancient Masterpieces and Noted Examples of Modern
Sculpture. 416 Illustrative Quotations from
the literature inspired by the beautiful legends. A chapter on the Myths in the light
of Philology and Comparative Mythology.
Double-page Maps, Genealogical Tables,
Glossary, Index, etc. An invaluable work for Schools, Libraries
and Homes.
umo, cloth, 428 pages.

This is pre-eminently the edition for libraries, students and general readers. The type,
paper, and binding are attractive and superior, and the introduction and notes represent the
editor's ripest thought. Each volume has two sets of notes,- one mainly devoted to explaining the text, and placed at the foot of the page; the other mostly occupied with matters of
textual comment and criticism, and printed af the end of each play.
llOllAt'E

now .\llD

Ft:ICNESS: A noble edition, wilh happy mingle of illustration, explanation, and keen, Mlbtle, sympathetic

criticism.

HUDSON'S "LIFE, ART AND CHARACTERS OF SHAKESPt:ARE ."
(2 vols. ) is uniform In ~ize and binding with TnE HARVARD ED£1'ION, and is sold at the following retail prices:
Cloth, $4.00 per set; llalf-calf $8.00 per set.

·

THE CLASSIC MYTHS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

$1.50·

],3Y GHARLES MILLS GAYLEY.
Professor of the English Language and Literature in the Univer,ity of Ca.Ufornia
and formerly Assisrant·Pl·ofcssor of Latin in the University of Michigan.

Single ·copies sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of tlze price.

12 mo. Halfleather. xxxviii+ 539 pages. Introduction price, $1.50.

AME~AN ·BOOK-COMPANY~

This work is based clJiefiy on Bulfinch's "Age of Fable" (1855) which ba!< here been In part rewritten and
adapted to school use and to the needs of l)eginners in English Literature and in the Clas«ic .
Special features of this edition are:
1. An introduction on the Indebtedness of Engli h poetry to the literature of fable; and on methods of teaching mythology.
2. An elPmentary account of myth-making and of the principal poets of mytholvgy, and of the beginnings of
the world of gods and of men among the Greeks, with selcct.ions from EngUsh poems based upon the myths.
s. Illu~trative cuts, the requisite maps and notes, containing an historical aud interpretat-ive commentary
upon certain myth , supplementary poetical citations, a list of the better knswn allusions to mythological fiction, references to works of art, and hints tl) teachers and students.
ALRER'r S. COOK, professor of th~ Englbh La~guage and _Literature, Yale University: I can cordially recommend it to schools
, and colleges. It is scholarly, attracttve, sttmulatlllg and refimng.

NEWYORK·:· CINGINNATJ ·:· CHlCAGO

FOR TEACHERS.

Courses of Studies a.nd Methods of Teaching.

PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION.

By MALCOLM MA oVrcAR, formerly Principal State
Normal and training School, Potsdam. "· Y.; Fir t
Chancellor of McMaster University, Toronto, Ont.
12mo. Cloth. v + 178 pages. Price. 60 cents.
This is a sensible, suggeRti\'e, nnd practical work,
This book embodies the re ult of the autho1' long,
giving courses of st udy fm· graded and ungraded
successful, and practical experience in every departscllools; the methods of teaching all the subjects bement of educational work.
longing to the common school curriculum; and a treat·
Jo'R.\NCIS w. P,\R""""EH, Principal Cook County Normal School
ment of organization, moral training, government, etc.
lll.: Few educational works contain so much sound honest doc~
.
trine. . . . .· I can heartily recommend it to all my fellow
E. ){. DAVIS, Supenntendent of Schools, Chelsea, Mass.: It
teachers who w1sh to have a thorou~hly clear, souncl and funshould be placed in the hands of every tl;acher.
damental exposition of the principles of education. '
SEN':J:> F<>::Et.. C.A..T.A.L<>G-UE.

By JoTIN T. PRIN CE, Agent of the Massacbusetts
State Eoard of Education. 12mo. Cloth. x+ 344
pages. Price, 75 cents.

GINN &

COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.

~OSTON.

NEW

YORK.

CTI1CAGO.

Send 6 c for the most complete Catalogue of

ARTIST'S N\ATERIAL
..--· -Published in America.
THAYER & CHANDLER, 46 :-.IADISON ST., CHICAGO.

Prices lower than any other ca.talo~ne publiahed.

LONDON.

School the Entire Y ear.

Students 1\!Iay

~nte1·

ntAnv Time.

The Northern Indiana Normal School and Business nstitute
•

~The

:INUIANA .

Largest and Best £quipped ormal School in the United

States.~

It is ocated 44 miles east of Chicago, on the Pittsburgh, Fort \Yayne and Chicago, the Chicago · Grand Trunk. nne! the . , v v~rl.<, Chi "go and St. L •uis R.tilnnd,;.
The Scbool was organized Sept. 16, 1873, with 35 students enr lled. 1. he attendance has inc;:reased from year tu year until now more than 4000 diifc:rr,tl stutf,·nts nrc ···'11 v.'.'t;d

fl !lT:tt<tlf:.

THE PRESENT YEAR IS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL THFS FAR ll.V THE HISTOHY OF THE SCHOOL.
This unparalleled growth is one of the best evidence th:1t the '- •ork m... ._b tl.e ' aut of the masses.
THtS t~STITUTION OFFERS, FOR ONE TUITION, A GREATER LIST Of SUBJECTS FROM WHICH TO SELECT, THAN ANY OTHER SCHOOL. NO MATTER WHERE LOCATED.

Preparatory, Teachers' (including Kindergarten \York, Teacher' Class and Pedagogy), ollegiate (including .'cientific, Cl:ts ·ical, ani Select Cour e,.;), "ivil Engineering, rhannacy, Special Science, Elocution, Music, Fine Art, Commercial, Phonography nnd Type writing, Penmanship, Telegraphic, and Rc\·iew.
The fact that there are these several departments, each a school within itself and in charge of spaialists as instructors, make:; this none the le:;s
DEPARTMENTS:

A SPECIAL

CHOOL FOR THE TR iUNING OF TEACHERS.

No special training school offers equal advantages, because ·while preparing for teaching, the student may here pursue a.uy ubject in any of the other department. without extra charge.
The Course in P edagogy is in charge of one who has not only made a special study of the subject in the best schools in thi and other countries hut has had many years e ·perience
as an instructor.
The Commercial Department i everywhere ackn..:m !edged to be the mo t complete Bu ine ·s College iu the land. The .\ctual Bu ine!'s department is ·upplied with three ·et: of
offices which enable us to offer advantages not found at any other school.
·
PRl iUARY WORK.

This in titution ffers the very best adYaotages to primary teachers. Beginning with the Kindergarten, on through the different grade· the mo ·t ·cientific a.ml practical traihillti i given
The demand for trained Primary Teachers i far beyond what can be supplied.
.
PO ITIO~ SEC RED.
We give our per anal attention to ecuring po-ition for those who prepare them elve for them and so successful have we been that now the demand for tho:e trained here is realer
than we can supply. No one need fear that he \Yill not be provided for.

- -CALENDAR.- Second \\inter Term will open January 23rd, r894, and wili continue ten weeks· pring Term will open April 3c:i. r 89-t, and will continue ten weeks ;
Summer or Review Term will open June 12th, 1894 and will continue ten week · Fall Term will open eptember 4th, 189-t, and will continue ten week;
First \Vinter Term will open overnber 13th, r '9-t and will continue ten weeks.
E
E
TuUlon $ 10.00 Per 'l'erm.
%'hi school doupr ci ly w/lat it p1•omi
to do.
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